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Premise 

If one thing about the Japanese Role-Playing genre is worthy of praise, it's the settings. 

Consistently, games like Final Fantasy, Dragon Warrior, and Phantasy Star transport players to 

rich and detailed sci-fi/fantasy worlds that explore complex themes. It's a little unfair to both 

players and the settings themselves, though, that up until now we've only been able to explore 

that kind of world within the stark boundaries traditionally associated with that particular 

genre, reducing what should be an equally rich and detailed gameplay experience to a series of 

empty, non-interactive rooms with the occasional puzzle and turn-based battle. Even more 



progressive RPGs like Mass Effect seem to treat their settings as merely background scenery to 

put treasure chests in. With today's technology and knowhow one would think that we'd be 

able to go beyond these limitations and make players feel like the world they're in is really part 

of the experience. As a remedy to this problem, therefore, we present StarCaster. 

Overview 

Storyline 

StarCaster is an action-adventure game set in a Galaxy where sorcery and technology collide. 

Both are centered around a phenomenon known as Ether--an energy particle that's bound to all 

matter and space in the universe and that can be manipulated both through science and 

through the sheer power of the mind, equal parts physics and spirituality. The Empire of 

Theron, greatest governing body in the Galaxy, has become dependent on it as the means of 

driving all technology, particularly interstellar communication and travel--but the energy needs 

have become so great that the Empire is on the verge of collapsing under its own weight. Only 

by signing away all its power to the intergalactic Ether megacorporation known as Temran 

Enterprises has it been able to survive. Unfortunately its citizens end up paying the price, now 

under Temran's heel wherever they go, as Temran now controls all space travel with a 

hyperspace gate system, levying enormous tolls and fees and restricting travel, trade, and 

exploration that once was free. No one goes where Temran doesn't want them to, and no one 

but them can go outside the gate system to explore the stars. The Galaxy is trapped. 

Enter Nick Caligo, bounty hunter from the galactic fringe. If it pays, he'll solve any problem, and 

if the whole Galaxy collapses, Nick doesn't care as long as he can keep his ship running. A 

simple job to help a research team check out an old shipwreck erupts into catastrophe, though. 

The shipwreck--a vessel called the StarCaster--becomes the key to solving the Galactic energy 

crisis and the greatest threat to Temran's dominance over the Empire, and only Nick is able to 

protect it. Haunted by nightmarish visions of spirits trapped within machines and soon pursued 

as the most wanted man in the Galaxy, he begins to realize that he can't ignore the Galaxy's 

problems anymore and that his only way out of this mess is straight through the bad guys. 



Together with his partner and girlfriend, Chris; an off-kilter scientist and resistance leader 

named Kairah Mardeneigh; the debonair but prudish Imperial Knight, Lance Klaristen; and a 

pair of hapless grad students named Felix Morgendroth and Chera Thablis, he goes up against 

wild monsters, dark spirits, the forces of the Empire, Temran Enterpises' own army of spirit-

infused robots, and a mysterious and dangerous space pirate group known only as The 

Messengers in an epic quest to free the Galaxy from those who would exploit and oppress it. 

Features  

• A unique mixture of platforming, action-adventure, and RPG-style gameplay. 

• Explore seven rich, detailed, and complex planets, each with their own unique cultures 

and challenges. 

• Each world tells a dynamic story in an episodic format, with the player's choices 

dramatically affecting the outcome of that episode's scenario.  

o Do Nick and crew defeat Temran this time, or do they barely manage to do 

damage control while the bad guys get away with the goods? 

• Pilot the StarCaster through space to explore star systems and engage in tactical 

dogfights. 

• Interact with a variety of interesting, three-dimensional characters as they join their 

crew and lend you their unique skills, both on the ground and in the StarCaster's 

battlestations. 

• Engage in brutal swordfights and decisive shootouts with enemies ranging from vicious 

wildlife to human opponents. Fast-paced action rewards quick-thinking. 

• Blast your way through battle with a wide array of spells that dramatically shift the tide 

of battle. 

• Customize Nick and the crew of the StarCaster with a variety of gear and abilities. 

• Collectible-based skill system removes focus from EXP grinding and shifts the game 

more towards creative problem-solving and resource management. 



Gameplay  

StarCaster works on the traditional activities associated with role-playing games--exploration 

and combat--but we're pursuing both as you've never seen them in any RPG. We supplement 

both with platforming controls, making for a more organic sense of exploration than is 

traditionally associated with this type of setting, as well as some conventions similar to melee 

action games and even a little bit of third-person shooting. Magic is re-defined as a kind of a 

"chance card" system. You play spells to significantly alter the course of a fight in your favor, or 

even as creative problem-solving devices to circumvent a battle completely. 

But that's just for starters; we want to explore an entire Galaxy, so let's take a look at our 

exploration model from the top down. To begin, there's a Galaxy map with multiple solar 

systems connected by hypergates, which may be restricted depending on the player's current 

progress. Each solar system may have multiple planets, moons, or space stations for the player 

to visit. Every one of these consists of a network of different environments that can be thought 

of as "Metroid-like" in its execution, though each solar system is focused primarily on a single 

planet which is significantly more expansive and more detailed than all the others. 

On these planets there's usually a city or safe settlement at which to land the ship, buy items, 

and take on side jobs, as well as a handful of other "landing areas" that the player can find out 

in the field and use as shortcuts. Major gameplay areas and goals may be bridged by a series of 

challenges, either platforming, exploration, or combat-oriented in nature, but these different 

routes can be expounded upon to feature multiple paths that players can choose from, freeing 

them from potential monotony by allowing alternative selection of routes; if you're not in the 

mood to do a platforming section, for instance, you can choose a lower road that will be more 

combat-heavy. Some paths may even be hidden. Discovering things for yourself is a big part of 

the StarCaster experience.  

Creative problem-solving is really the center of this game--we want players to feel like the 

resourceful scoundrel that Nick is and like they're really in a Galaxy full of unique and 

interesting things to interact with--and so there are a lot of provisions to create opportunities 

for that. Aside from all our other elements, there's a stealth element to the game in the fact 



that enemies are able to not notice the player; players can take advantage of it, but don't 

necessarily have to.  

Most importantly of all, though we don't force any solution on the player for any particular 

problem. To help enable us to do this, we've devised an advancement system that isn't 

contingent on experience or level grinding but still gives players a steady sense of reward. It 

revolves around items called Ether Sparks, which can be traded for health and Ether upgrades 

as well as special abilities. They're hidden throughout the environment and given as rewards for 

defeating bosses and completing goals--be they main story goals, or goals pertaining to side-

missions.  

What matters, then, is not how many enemies the player grinds through, but that they explore 

as much as possible and complete goals. Best of all, this takes how they do it out of the 

equation. We don't believe there should be a "right" way to play a game or solve a problem. 

Rather, we want to give players a tricky situation, the tools to handle it, and see where they 

take it. With StarCaster, we want you to be able to take our Galaxy and make it yours. 

Gameplay Detail 

Gameplay in StarCaster is primarily based around action and exploration. Players are given 

control over Nick Caligo and initially have Chris as a partner, though as the game progresses 

players are able to take other characters with them as well. In total the party always consists of 

three characters at a time, with all of them being playable and having their own unique fighting 

styles, abilities, and gadgets to help defeat enemies and solve problems. Though the game is 

primarily centered on action there are a lot of tools in the player's arsenal that keep it from 

being solely constrained to combat. Even when fighting players are meant to have room to 

think about how they approach a problem, being provided with cover and other environmental 

factors as well as a variety of weapons and means of attack. 

Exploration 

The scheme for exploration and action is highly hybridized between several different gameplay 

types: The overall control of the game is best likened to Zelda or Metal Gear Solid, emphasizing 



classic action-adventure control and interaction with the environment. Platforming elements 

similar to those of the Ratchet and Clank series make their way in, however, with the addition 

of the ability to jump--a convention otherwise unseen in this type of game. As such the 

environment can also be thought of as a hybrid of those genres, with level design being a fusion 

of the challenge-and-bridge oriented level design conventions set by Ratchet and Clank, the 

organic networks of Metroid, and the thoughtful action-adventure mechanics of Metal Gear set 

to an RPG-inspired storytelling scheme.  

Each planet consists of a self-contained, organic, nonlinear setting with one major goal and 

multiple potential side-branches centered around one or more memorable, iconic "landmark" 

locations. There's always one "hub" area, whether it's your ship or a whole settlement 

complete with shops and NPCs, and at least one major mission site, which could consist of 

extensive wilds, an enemy base, or anything else that might comprise a "dungeon." Major 

challenge areas are constructed perhaps most similarly to areas in the Metal Gear series, 

mirroring how the location might be laid out in reality and featuring many entrances in and out, 

but with the landscape considerably expanded in order to allow the player maximum breadth 

of problem-solving options.  

To illustrate, imagine that the player must infiltrate a cliffside refinery. The location is built to 

appear to the player as it might in real life, with guards taking persistent locations and patrol 

paths and with the landscape around the refinery being fully explorable and with multiple 

entrances available. Players are meant to be able to scout out ventilation shafts built into the 

side of the cliff, break through the security checkpoint and fight their way in, scale the walls and 

sneak inside, or even stow away on an inbound ship that's docking at the facility.   

Ideally, the major pathways of the world would be traversible by vehicle while side-paths or 

"back roads" would be available only to platforming and on-foot exploration. "Vehicles" are 

detailed below in the resource management section. 

All this is meant to play towards a level design model where players never experience the same 

thing twice, and in fact while the landscape is going to remain a consistent setpiece there is the 

possibility that enemies could be randomly placed or configured in certain areas (more the 



"back roads" and "bridge segments" than places like the landmark described above) to provide 

a more organic feel. One time through a particular clearing the player may see a group of wild 

animals, for instance, while another they'll see a Temran Enterprises search party. 

Action 

The in-depth explanation of action is that when you approach a story scenario you're making a 

bet on a specific play style, whether it's guerilla warfare, full-on stealth, or flat-out unsubtle 

explosive action. The stakes: the resources you have to expend in order to see your solution 

through. Time, money, health, Ether, and ammo. Plenty of rewards exist to help bolster the 

players' effort, and they can always raise money and resources by pursuing side-jobs and 

hunting monsters and treasure. The big point in all this is that there's more to "losing" than just 

losing the game; losing the bet means trying to stealthfully sneak your way into an enemy base, 

screwing up, and being forced to shoot your way out, or finding that you aren't well-prepared 

enough for a straight-up fight and have to stretch your resources more than you thought in 

order to beat an enemy, using explosives you didn't think you'd need and health packs you 

hoped you didn't have to replace. Sometimes you might even find yourself forced to retreat 

and re-think your approach or gather more resources. All in all it pursues the spirit of classic 

RPGs with the style of modern-day action/adventure, emphasizing quick thinking in addition to 

resource management and decision-making. In fact, many of the design cues are direct action-

based translations of classic RPG conventions, including a standardized spellcasting system and 

a party of characters. 

All characters have a similar set of actions, making them all easy enough to get the hang of 

controlling very quickly, though some emphasize certain actions more deeply than others. For 

example, Nick has stronger melee combat skills than Chris, and so he has a wider variety of 

melee attacks, including dashing attacks, special sword techniques, and a variety of 

interchangeable combo finishers. Chris, however, is stronger with guns, and is therefore able to 

perform additional maneuvers with them. You could say that her use of guns is just as versatile 

as any other character is with melee, where the other characters are limited to merely "point 

and shoot." Chera Thablis, a spellcasting character, features a series of drones that link with her 



SpellBinder (the spellcasting device in the StarCaster universe) and allow her to cast different 

variations of spells depending on their formation, allowing her to get the same versatility out of 

casting spells that other characters normally get out of melee as well. All characters function on 

a unique mechanic in this way, thereby giving them dramatically different play styles even with 

the same controls. 

This seems a good time, then, to overview the controls and actions themselves. Players are able 

to: 

• Jump with the X button. 

• Move with the left analog stick. The controls are tilt-sensitive and players are able to 

walk or run as they see fit. 

• Control the camera with the right analog stick. 

• Use Targeting with the L1 button. Ordinarily, the game provides an auto-targeting 

reticule that homes in on enemies and objects in front of the player's avatar and 

changes accordingly. Combos and attacks will disable the target-change while the 

character automatically directs actions towards the current target. By tapping L1, the 

auto-reticule will turn into a manual reticule, and both the player and the camera will 

remain locked on that target until either the player taps L1 again to remove the lock, 

chooses a different target by tapping left and right on the right control stick, or it either 

teleports, turns invisible, or is destroyed. By holding the L1 button, the player enters a 

manual targeting mode wherein the character will strafe rather than moving in the 

normal third-person mode, adopting a mode of camera control more akin to a third-

person shooter. The reticule will remain in the center of the screen and the player will 

be able to direct it wherever they wish. Tapping the R3 button while in this mode will 

activate zoom levels for guns that enable it. When the player releases manual targeting, 

they'll either return to normal mode or, if the reticule is placed over a viable target, end 

manual targeting by locking-on to that target. 



• Perform a melee attack with the Square button. Melee attacks are closely associated 

with the characters' weapons, and melee weapons bear very close association with 

specific characters, melee combat being a device that helps define a character's role. 

Most often attacks are strung together in basic three-hit combos, and the character will 

tend to "step" in the direction of the enemy they're targeting when attacking in order to 

close the distance and insure a connection. Additionally, if the player holds down the 

Square button the character will perform a heavy attack instead of the normal attacks 

provided while tapping. Aerial combos and aerial heavy attacks differ from their ground-

based counterparts. Between this and the ability that more melee-centric characters 

have to perform special and dashing maneuvers, detailed below, there's plenty of room 

for rhythmic, intuitive, and satisfying melee action without overwhelming players with 

too many different attack inputs. 

• Fire a secondary weapon or gun with the R1 button. Most secondary weapons are guns, 

but all of them are ranged. Certain handheld gadgets and items take this position when 

equipped. 

• Use SpellBinds with the Triangle button. SpellBinds are this game's equivalent of spells 

and are equipped to characters via a device called a SpellBinder. Different characters' 

SpellBinders have different numbers of slots for characters to equip them to and can 

equip different classes of SpellBinds. Chera, for instance, being a spellcaster, would have 

access to a larger number of slots than Nick would, being that he's more of a brawler in 

spite of his versatility. In general SpellBind selection is relatively unrestricted, with all 

but the most extreme SpellBinds being open to all characters.  SpellBinds fill a 

supportive role as opposed to guns and melee, enabling characters to enhance 

themselves and others or change the playing field over the course of a battle with 

dynamic effects. Some SpellBinds overlap with guns in functionality, but mostly as an 

alternative to characters who have a poor selection of them. Players are able to scroll 

through SpellBinds via a mini-menu in the lower left corner by pressing up and down on 

the D-pad. In general, all SpellBinds have extremely dynamic and potent effects that are 



designed to have a significant impact on a situation, like playing a Chance card to sleight 

the normal rules. 

• Guard by pressing and holding R2. In this instance the character will put up an energy 

barrier, which will absorb all incoming attacks, reducing the character's Force instead of 

dealing health damage. The barrier only holds up for as long as the character has Force 

to use, and it'll slowly deplete it as it remains active in addition to draining energy on 

impacts. Some attacks outright break shields, and in this instance will totally deplete the 

Force Gauge. Once the Force Gauge hits zero, the character suffers what's called Force 

Break and can't use the barrier or any other actions requiring Force until the Force 

Gauge recharges to 100%. Characters can be equipped with stronger shields in order to 

reduce the variety of attacks that break shields and in order to reduce the amount of 

Force taken by attacks, as well as shields with different kinds of directionality--IE ones 

that only work from the front, ones that are whole spheres, or ones that are like walls 

and can defend a whole group, as well as ones that cause feedback and damage 

enemies who hit it in melee. 

• Perform a variety of actions with the Circle button, which is context-sensitive. In 

general this is the button for interacting with the environment; taking cover against 

walls and around corners and the like. When tapped during movement the character 

will perform a rolling maneuver for a quick dodge. The roll has a delay so as to prevent 

players from rolling everywhere as a preferred mode of transportation. 

• Use Force Attacks by holding the Guard button and hitting any of the main buttons. 

Force Attacks are powerful special attacks that, as their name implies, utilize energy 

from the Force Gauge, usually in large increments of 25% or more. They are especially 

powerful and dynamic attacks that serve to compliment a character's unique fighting 

style and provide enough offensive edge to push a fight over a threshold. 



• Access Items by pressing either left or right on the D-pad. This switches the SpellBind 

menu to an item menu, and triangle will either outright use the item selected or equip it 

to the R1 button in place of the current secondary weapon. 

• Switch Playable Characters by pressing select to cycle through them.  

• Crouch by pressing and holding the L2 button. This enables more stealthful movement. 

This set of actions is extremely robust, not so much in order to create any kind of "ultimate 

hardcore gaming" experience but rather to give the player the greatest breadth of options 

possible and accommodate the greatest variety of play-styles. This is an aspect of the game that 

will have to be prototyped for further refinement and streamlining. 

Resource Management  

The player's management of equipment and resources is a subject that should also be explored 

in-depth as its balance is vital to the engagement of the problem-solving aspects of StarCaster. 

The Galactic Economy 

Throughout the player's adventures they will acquire currency in the form of Galactic Quads. 

Killing certain enemies will automatically net the player a few Quads here and there, there's 

always treasure or natural resources to scout out--both planetside and in space--and players 

can complete side-missions to gain still yet more money.  

While this can result in the player potentially accruing tens of thousands of quads early on, we 

do not view this as a problem. Rather, it enables us to expand on the kind of transactions the 

player can take part in, which include both small-scale and large-scale ones. 

Small-scale transactions include: 

• Purchasing items like med packs and Ether Charges. 

• Refilling ammunition for weapons. 

• Investing in equipment upgrades. 

Large-scale transactions include: 



• Purchasing weapons and upgrading/maintaining systems for the StarCaster itself. 

• Purchasing vehicles for use on major pathways. 

• Purchasing new weapons, tools, and other equipment. 

The setup for these systems should be streamlined. Ammunition should simply be filled to 

maximum capacity when the player chooses to purchase it, the StarCaster should always fully 

repair itself (but have a rate per-damage-taken), and weapons and tools should depend on 

large, noticeable differences in the player's interaction with them rather than subtle statistical 

changes. 

Vehicles 

As mention has been made of vehicles previously, some details on how they're incorporated 

into the game world should be noted. 

The player is able to purchase vehicles in addition to all other forms of equipment and items 

and store them onboard the StarCaster's hangar; they can also be found out in the field, and 

the player can keep them if they can get them back to the StarCaster intact. As said before, any 

given world features a number of more open or "main road" areas which are traversable by 

vehicles, though it is not expressly required. What a vehicle does for the player is give them 

some "insurance." By using one, the player is able to alleviate any damage that the party might 

otherwise sustain or ammunition that would be expended by traveling from point to point on 

the overworld, as well as traverse the larger areas a bit quicker. In doing so, however, the 

player also reduces the number of enemies that they can feasibly defeat and side-paths they 

can explore, passing by potential rewards by more often than interacting with them. It's an 

investment that causes the player to lose less, but also gain less. 

Advancement System 

StarCaster features a character advancement system as well. Rather than being contingent on 

killing monsters and earning experience points, though, it depends on the player collecting 

items called Ether Sparks, which are awarded by finishing side jobs, completing challenges and 

major goals in the story, and defeating boss enemies. It thus rewards the player for completing 



quests but does not force combat as a solution to problems or as the sole means for character 

development.  

Ether Sparks are traded in for health upgrades and new abilities for each character. One Ether 

Spark tends to be the price for the lowest-level abilities, making them easy to obtain early on, 

but additional upgrades become more expensive as the game progresses, making it more 

difficult and less rewarding to sink all of them into a single character in the group. The 

advantage to this setup is that it rewards completion of goals without forcing the means of 

completion as a requisite, giving the player room to explore their own playstyle. 

Dynamic Storytelling System 

StarCaster will be grounds for an experimental dynamic storytelling setup, wherein the player's 

choice of various story-driven goals has an extreme outcome on the course of events in the 

game. While such systems have only had limited success in the past with games like Shadow the 

Hedgehog and Mass Effect, StarCaster is more or less divided into "episodes" based around 

individual planets, putting it in a unique position to explore this possibility within a more easily 

realized scope. 

The course of all the "episodes" of StarCaster are pursued in a linear fashion. At most, players 

are given the choice between exactly two new episodes to pursue at a time, if even that, and all 

episodes must be completed before proceeding on to endgame.  

Within each episode, however, there are a multitude of goals to pursue. If the player decides to 

pursue one, they inevitably must deal with the consequences of not pursuing one of the others. 

Sometimes this means letting Temran Enterprises advance their schemes on that particular 

world. Sometimes it means just letting the Empire clean up a mess for you since a problem at 

hand is so obvious that they'd probably think to take care of it first. Sometimes if the player 

ignores that sort of idea, that means that they will cross paths with the Empire when they 

ordinarily wouldn't.  



These are just a few generalized examples of considerations the player would have to make 

under this system. Balancing these long-term, forward-thinking goals with the resource 

management aspect of the game is what makes it interesting, forcing players to ask themselves 

if they'd rather conserve resources for the future or spend them sooner to keep Temran's 

foothold from growing stronger. Both are rewarded in their own way, and still yet more 

organic, less binary problem-solving situations can be thought of to suit each world. 

Metaphorically, this setup transforms each world, each episode, into a game of tic-tac-toe 

against the villains, giving the sense that they are actively trying to accomplish something and 

that the player can make mistakes. While the player will always be able to defeat the world's 

boss in the end, the scenario can end in one of three ways:  

• A "stalemate," with neither the player nor Temran Enterprises gaining or losing anything 

but the situation on the planet being resolved and restored to the proper balance;  

• A "win," with the player coming out significantly ahead of Temran, obtaining significant 

resources, or sabotaging their plans in a major fashion.  

• A "loss," where the player is at best performing damage control and Temran comes out 

significantly ahead.  

These scenarios are on pre-determined story branches, but the player's performance at an 

episode's climax can have a significant impact, upgrading what would otherwise be a "loss" to a 

"stalemate," or even a "stalemate" to a "win." It goes both ways, though, and a stalemate can 

also become a loss if the player is unprepared. 

Endgame culminates the results of all these episodes by tallying up the number of wins, 

stalemates, and losses. Whichever the player got more of, a completely different endgame 

scenario is presented. The results of individual planets' scenarios are taken into account as a 

series of variable factors within each of these different events, setting long-term consequences 

for every episode of the game. 

This system should prove robust enough to give the player the sense that their choices matter, 

but avoids falling into the traditional dynamic storytelling trap of having vague or one-



dimensional characterization that can't define any story direction due to the player's authorship 

over the plot. 

Co-op Multiplayer 

In a perfect world, StarCaster can be experienced with two people at all times. While this isn't 

the most essential feature to the game as it's primarily story-driven, this is the kind of feature 

that would drive it to mass appeal as no story-driven game yet, save particular shooters, have 

included it to the degree that both players are able to experience the full story together. 

There's already a party system in place; the characters are all already playable; it's just a 

matter, then, of insuring that there's always another character to control at any given point, 

making the option available, and having a philosophy in mind for how it's going to work. This 

philosophy is currently a work in progress.  

  



  



Backstory 

Introduction - Rise of Ethertech 

 Long ago the various sentient races of the Galaxy discovered a substance bound to all 

matter and space in the Galaxy; an energy particle known as Ether. By condensing it to a 

crystalline form and making the crystals vibrate, they were able to observe as the Ether 

surrounding the crystals changed, and with it the matter and space it was bound to. By making 

those vibrations occur in varying frequencies and pitches--not unlike a song--they were able to 

make the Ether create more and more complex formations; to make it dance to the tune of 

science, creating dynamic and potent effects. 

 This technology reigned in elements previously beyond human control. Matter 

synthesis, antigravity, faster than light travel, and high-speed interstellar communication all 

became possible thanks to Etheric technology. It wasn't long before it allowed the Empire of 

Theron, largest governing body in the Galaxy, to expand to all its corners, establishing 

terraforming colonies, trading outposts, and all manner of mines and refineries and other 

settlements. 

Dawn of Disaster 

 With this, though, came a dependence on Ethertech. The Galactic Ether Network, or 

GEN, was an absolute necessity for any kind of intergalactic communication and information 

transmission. With it, any information could be accessed from anywhere in the Galaxy almost 

instantly. Without it, a transmission could take days, weeks, or even months to send from one 

planet to another. Meanwhile, many basic things that previously ran on conventional 

technology now used Ethertech for sheer convenience's sake, and interstellar travel, as we all 

know, was only possible because of it. Finally, some worlds on the Galactic Fringe were so harsh 

that Ether-driven terraforming installations were absolutely tantamount to survival for the 

colonists, researchers, and surveyors who tried to make their living on these ordinarily 

uninhabitable worlds. 



 For a while the Empire's dependence on Ether wasn't a problem, but as it expanded 

more and more and as its settlements became bigger so did the demands for Ethertechnology, 

and if it had one flaw it was its constant need for energy. Ether can be thought of as a more 

"behind-the-scenes" particle in the universe, and as such it doesn't take well to being in solid, 

tangible form and demands great amounts of energy both to condense and to maintain 

stability. With the Empire's overexpansion, then, came massive energy shortages across the 

Galaxy. This became known as the Ether Crisis. 

The Ether Crisis 

 The crisis hit hard and fast. All of a sudden, across the entire Galaxy, one settlement 

after another began reporting failures in their terraforming equipment, while in other places 

certain replacement parts and Ether crystals simply became rarer and more expensive. What 

was once a resource that enriched everyone's lives became an expensive commodity that 

nobody could live without, and the Ethertech megacorporations, among them Temran 

Enterprises and Universal Electronics, saw to it to exploit this situation for all it was worth, 

gouging their prices through the roof. To make a long story short the centralized, more 

populated, more urbanized worlds saw themselves inconvenienced by this turn while the fringe 

worlds and settlements found their lives and livelihood threatened, with terraforming 

installations failing and ships being less and less able to push out towards them to deliver 

shipments of supplies. The Empire tried to subsidize the fringe colonies and keep them on their 

feet, but it could never seem to stay on top of all of them all of the time, and this only served to 

anger the citizens of its more established central worlds, who thought that their tax money 

should've been spent on making their lives easier instead. Noble though its intentions were, the 

Empire couldn't please everyone. 

Jareth's Rebellion 

 Then one day along came a mysterious man calling himself Blaine Jareth. He appeared 

on one of the fringe worlds, claiming to be a sorcerer and looking to start a revolution. Sporting 

the mystical power to back his claims up, Blaine quickly won their support and soon that of 

several other fringe worlds with his call to throw off the bonds that technology had put on 



them and return to a simpler life living in spiritual harmony with the Ether. To them his mystical 

power suggested that the Ether, this resource that had been so troubling the Galaxy, was on his 

side.  

 As the rebels began to strike it began to seem this way to the Empire as well; they could 

never be tracked, no one knew from whence they conducted their assaults, and they always 

seemed to come out of nowhere, do an impressive amount of damage, and leave before the 

Imperial fleet knew what hit them, all in spite of the fact that they were outnumbered and 

outgunned. Rumor purported that their success could be attributed to Blaine's magic; that his 

will alone cloaked their ships and their bases, and that he possessed the clairvoyance to predict 

where the best targets were telepathically. It was a war marked by terror, with civilized worlds 

and outposts that refused to side with Jareth's Rebellion coming under fire at their hands. 

Rumors circulated that he'd trained his army in the mystic arts, and more and more eyewitness 

reports were confirming these rumors. Worse yet, his army grew fanatical and fiercely loyal, 

and what ground could be taken against them was taken at grave cost. For the Empire, this was 

a losing battle. Even its leaders and the illustrious Imperial Knights lost hope, praying that 

somehow they could find a weapon that could defeat Blaine Jareth. 

Rise of a Hero 

 Everything changed, though, with the approach of one young Imperial Knight by the 

name of Alys Braden. She'd formerly been a nurse, but the war had pushed her and her 

younger sister into seeking refuge with the military. Dying to do some pushing of her own she 

forced her way into joining their ranks and quickly became one of their best. She was an 

extreme skeptic, never believing for a second that the rebels were winning the war because of 

magic, let alone magic at the hands of a single man. She proved her point in spades when she 

uncovered a major intelligence leak. It turned out, as a matter of fact, that the head of Imperial 

intelligence was in Blaine's pocket, purposely feeding the wrong information to his own side 

and selling secrets to the rebels. Every bad lead, every sprung trap, and every hit-and-run on a 

weak point in the Imperial defense could be attributed to him. With the leak plugged, then, the 

losing battle quickly became an even fight. The Empire at last had some hope. 



 Alys was given command over a vessel, and over the course of the war she and her crew 

continued to thwart the rebels' plans. She earned a reputation as the Empire's champion, and 

soon was promoted and given a contingent of five ships, along with one mission: find and kill 

Blaine Jareth at any cost. At this point Blaine himself had already taken notice of her and 

considered her alone to be the single greatest threat to the rebellion, and so he did everything 

he could to have her destroyed. Direct confrontations didn't work; her contingent of ships 

outgunned anything that the rebels could afford to send, and facing her in hand-to-hand 

combat was out of the question as she was simply one of the Empire's finest warriors. If she 

alone couldn't defeat the assassins that tried to kill her at this point, she was always in the 

company of the backup necessary to do so. He tried to undermine her, demoralize her, 

spreading rumors about her being a double-agent in his employ, seeding her dreams with 

nightmares through his sorcery, but nothing ever seemed to stick. At one point the rebels 

managed to capture her and torture her, but she proved too resilient and her crew too 

resourceful, and she was recovered.  

 Finally, Blaine took it a step too far, capturing her little sister--then only five years old--

and holding her hostage, demanding Alys's surrender and giving her fourty-eight hours time to 

make a decision. It would be his undoing; she knew that eventually it had to come to making 

this fight personal, and as a contingency her medical officer had Laya swallow a tracking device 

before she was captured. Alys was counting on this plan, and she was a hundred percent 

confident that she'd be able to bring the fight to Blaine's front doorstep, rescue Laya, and kill 

him well before the time limit was up. And she did. 

 The duel wasn't seen by anyone, but Alys was the only one of the two who emerged 

alive--badly injured and wounded, but alive, conscious, smiling, and with more than a good 

chance of recovery. Blaine's corpse was found days later, confirming the kill. Even before the 

confirmation, the rebels seemed to disperse and surrender the minute he was killed, as if some 

invisible force holding them all together had simply evaporated. Jareth's Rebellion was at last 

over. 



Aftermath - Rise of Temran 

 The war left scars all across the Galaxy; whole settlements were reduced to wreckage, 

and large tracts of habitable worlds were turned to junkyards for the fallen ships of both fleets. 

It didn't take the Empire too long to resume the normal motions of life, but it did so wounded, 

and what was worse, all of this conflict did nothing to help the Ether Crisis. If anything it was at 

its worst state yet under the war's energy demands. The Empire needed to take drastic 

measures to insure its peoples' survival, and so the Emperor himself made a contract with the 

most powerful of the Ethertech megacorps, Temran Enterprises, awarding them a monopoly in 

Ethertechnology in exchange for their cooperation in the reconstruction effort. 

 It became a common colloquialism to refer to the Empire as the Temran Empire rather 

than the Empire of Theron from then on. Over the next ten years' time, Temran came to hold 

an unreasonable amount of political power and began instituting enormous changes across the 

entire Galaxy in the alleged interest of putting a stop to the energy crisis. From then on no 

commercial ships would be manufactured with hyperspace systems; instead Temran built a 

hypergate network between the various star systems in the Galaxy. In an ordinary universe this 

might not be such a problem, but most couldn't afford the upkeep of a hyperdrive any more 

and found themselves trading down to the newer models or abandoning their hyperdrives out 

of necessity. Only select Imperial and Temran-operated craft had them anymore, and the rest 

of the Galaxy was forced to use the gate system, which gave Temran free reign over all 

interstellar travel. They could stop any ship for any reason, be it something as innocuous but as 

oppressive as levying tolls or be it as pernicious as citing a ship as a "potential security risk." 

Even the frontier worlds, formerly the claim of surveyors, settlers, explorers, bounty hunters, 

and pirates, were subject to their rule, and their own private security forces began to 

supercede those of the Empire as the chief law enforcement of the Galaxy. Even salvage teams 

couldn't make a living as the megacorp frequently annexed portions of land, restricting them to 

all but Temran personnel. The Empire itself, well-intentioned though it was, found itself 

powerless to stop them, depending on them to keep the gears of the Galaxy turning. 



Today, things are as bad as they've ever been. Temran's private security forces now wield 

martial law over most of the Galaxy, and extend their iron grip to encompass more and more of 

it every day, seizing land and resources wherever they please and restricting travel heavily, all 

the while continuing to gouge their prices, saddling the people of the Empire with all the 

burden. 

StarCaster I 

The story of StarCaster begins with a young Etheric Sciences student named Chera Thablis and 

her friend, Felix Morgendroth, as they develop a new power source alongside their mentor, 

Professor Walter Theoric. The power source is, for lack of a better name, called the "Harmonic 

Ether Resonance Drive" and employs residual Etheric energy that radiates from lifeforms in the 

surrounding area, making it a power source that's analogous to solar energy. It's exceptionally 

efficient, using energy that would otherwise be lost to entropy for power, and exceptionally 

effective. While the Professor's knowledge and Felix's assistance have been helpful towards 

realizing this power source in prototype form, Chera is the real genius behind it and has worked 

harder than any of them to see it made real, believing that it could potentially solve the energy 

shortages that've been plaguing the Galaxy. Recognizing that a good power source is nothing 

without a platform to demonstrate its practicality, though, Chera starts planning a little trip... 

Meanwhile, Nick Caligo and Christina Temran make a living as bounty hunters and mechanics in 

Thunderhead City on the planet Maernia. Business has been slow lately, but Nick scrapes 

together a decent bundle of quads every so often helping smuggle contraband into the city 

from caches in the ruins and jungles outside. On one of his smuggling runs, however, he's 

pinched by Temran Enterprises, who don't object to the smuggling so much his presence in a 

"secure area" of the planet; as it happens they had chosen that very day to close off all territory 

surrounding Thunderhead, and neither Nick nor anyone else was allowed outside the city for 

business reasons or otherwise. This does not sit well with Nick at all, and he promptly retaliates 

and escapes arrest. That night, he and Chris discuss the grim outlook of their future prospects. 

The next day the two of them are approached by Chera, Felix, and Professor Theo, who want to 

contract them as guides to a site known as "the graveyard of ships" on Thunderhead; a place 



revered on Maernia as a goldmine of salvage--if would-be treasure hunters can survive the 

journey. While Nick isn't so enthusiastic about the idea, calling this job a small-fry, Chris 

reminds him that neither of them have many options and that they have to take what they can 

get, and so they agree to accompany the researchers on their trip.  

After sneaking through TE security and escorting Chera and company through some dangerous 

jungle, they arrive at the Graveyard of Ships, where they find the wreckage of the StarCaster, an 

old medium transport from the war--still in working condition, no less. Professor Theo, Chera, 

and Felix go about restoring the ship with their engineering skills combined with Nick and 

Chris's expertise as mechanics. The StarCaster is old, but they're able to bring it fully online and 

even integrate the Resonance Drive into its systems. The ship successfully takes off, and 

satisfied with Nick and Chris's service, the scientists pay them and take them back to 

Thunderhead, setting down to do some more formal repairs and tests at the docks for the next 

few days before they leave. 

Unfortunately Chera disappears not long afterward, with only a cryptic distress call and the 

professor's bloody corpse left behind--and Nick is implicated as the prime suspect for the 

murder. He's approached by Felix, who says that Chera was kidnapped and says that he wants 

Nick and Chris's help finding her, believing Temran Enterprises to be behind the incident--

however, because of their totalitarian control over the law he is certain that coming forward to 

the authorities with this information would prove ultimately futile and would only risk his life as 

well. They want Nick and Chris, as the last ones who were known to have contact with them 

before the murder, to take the fall for this--and they will see to it that this comes to pass one 

way or another. The only way for Nick to clear his name is to find Chera, make sure she's safe, 

and dredge up enough evidence that Temran was behind it to absolve himself even without 

Chera and Felix's testimony. 

The real story is that Temran did in fact try to kidnap Chera and staged the professor's murder 

in order to frame the lowlife bounty hunter--but they didn't lay a hand on Felix, because Felix is 

the one who sold them down the river and revealed Chera's plans to build her power source to 

them in the first place. Unfortunately for him not everything went as planned. Chera proved 



too resourceful for them and was able to escape, and Temran is continuing to search for her. 

While Felix's job is more or less officially complete as far as Temran is concerned, he's 

convinced that learning what she knows about the Harmonic Ether Resonance Drive is vital to 

his own research, and he wishes to find her before Temran does so that he can claim credit for 

discovering these secrets and insure that they won't stiff him on the R&D job they promised. 

Hence, he hires Nick to find her first, convinced that the bounty hunter's stake in this will prove 

a strong motivation. 

Depending on how the events from here play out, Nick and crew eventually do find Chera after 

clashing with Temran and the Imperial Knights. They may find her at the StarCaster's secret 

hiding place, or they may find her held captive by Temran and be forced to break her out and 

reclaim the ship for themselves. One way or another, the StarCaster makes its first flight with 

Nick at the helm, and its first ever successful gate-independent hyperspace jump is able to save 

them from Temran's pursuit.  

 
The StarCaster itself. Artwork by Ridwan Chandra. 



Unfortunately, the StarCaster isn't completely ready, and both the Resonance Drive and the 

hyperdrive are damaged in the escape. What's more, they're far from clearing Nick's name and 

this escape only serves to upgrade him to #1 on Temran's hit list, along with Chera Thablis. As 

far as the Empire is concerned, Nick is a kidnapper, a terrorist, a murderer, and a thief, and now 

he has to deal with them as well--led by none other than Lance Klaristen, Alys Braden's star 

apprentice. 

Everything from this point on is rough and subject to change, especially in the order in which 

the events take place. This merely indicates the general direction of the first game. 

Throughout the rest of the game the group strikes a balance between trying to escape Temran 

while also investigating and attempting to thwart their agenda, trying to escape the law, and 

trying to repair the ship and figure out how to get the Resonance Drive to work properly. Along 

the way they make connections with the Resistance led by Dr. Kairah Mardeneigh, who explains 

to them that Temran has had technology similar to the Resonance Drive for a long time--

namely, his Phasma Engine. It essentially uses captured nature spirits called Phasma as a 

battery. It's powerful, able to sustain many technologies that conventional power sources strain 

to run, but drains the natural world of its life force in the process and acts as a dog whistle for 

other Phasma, causing them to run amok. Sabotaging the mass production of the Phasma 

Engine becomes a prime goal of the game and is what finally gives the player a strong focus--

but before that can happen, Felix finally points the big finger at both the group and the 

Resistance itself, exposing them to Temran Enterprises and getting everybody but Nick 

captured. 

Nick is, at this point, about ready to give up and cut his losses, feeling himself to be in way over 

his head and believing no good could possibly come of this for anyone if he continues to be 

involved--that is, until he has a chance encounter with Alys Braden herself. Alys had been 

observing Nick and his crew during their encounters with Lance and informs him that she's 

been helping the Resistance for a long time now, and that she has faith that he is capable of 

doing the right thing and helping put a stop to Temran's reign. It takes her some convincing, but 

she eventually gets Nick to muster up his courage and go out full-force to rescue his friends. 



With a renewed sense of conviction he's even able to sway Lance over to their side, and with a 

full crew now at the controls of the StarCaster almost nothing can stand in their way as they 

work to uncover more of the mysteries behind Temran's strange technology and undermine 

their plans. 

Eventually it's revealed that Temran has a link to a mysterious and dangerous pirate group 

called "The Messengers," which seems to know an awful lot about the Myrknott and other 

crash sites like it from the war, as well as various ancient ruins found on other planets, and who 

have been employing technology supplied to them by Temran for their own means, creating 

terrifying superweapons that can transform huge populations of wildlife into monsters at a 

whim. At this stage in the story the Messengers are secondary, but stand out as a mysterious 

and dangerous force somewhere near the core of Temran's plans, supplying them with the 

secrets of the Ancient race to which Blaine Jareth once belonged. They are in fact led by 

Blaine's closest apprentices--Nick's old "family." While their connection with him isn't fully 

revealed at this time, their connection with Blaine is, and close encounters hint that there's 

more to Nick's past and his reasons for being afraid to get involved than he's been letting on. 

During the final chapter, the StarCaster is made fully operational and hypergate-independent 

again and the group is able to pinpoint the coordinates of Temran's secret research facility on a 

planet outside the gate system, once home to the Ancients and now rich in spirits for Temran to 

draw upon for use in production of their Phasma Engines. The final encounter takes place there, 

and involves a showdown between Nick and his crew, the now insane Felix Morgendroth, who 

has devised a power source that runs on human life force, and Alleria Corvyn, one of the 

leaders of The Messengers. Alys invites herself to take part in this battle as well, joining Nick 

and company. In the end the StarCaster's crew prevails, destroying the facility and crippling the 

Phasma Engine project--but not altogether destroying Temran by any means. With Alys now 

fearlessly dedicating herself to the Resistance alongside Nick, Chris, Chera, Kairah, and Lance, 

they look to the future with hope and prepare to enter open warfare with Temran Enterprises, 

ready to reclaim the Empire at all costs. 



StarCaster II 

Everything from this point on is especially subject to change as the events of the second, third, 

and fourth games are not yet set in stone and will be adjusted in the future to be more 

consistent in tonality and focus. What follows is simply details regarding ideas for the direction 

of the later games in the series, and more development on these ideas will be necessary in the 

future. 

The second game of the series picks up many months after the first ends, with the StarCaster's 

crew now one of the ever-growing Resistance's most important resources. During this game 

they face open war with Temran Enterprises as well as the misguided forces of the Empire as 

Dehir Karim, its militant and paranoid prince, believes the Resistance to be linked to Blaine's 

rebellion from many years before. He throws his lot in fully with Temran in order to deal with 

this threat, commissioning them to build the Yggdrasil system: a network capable of deploying 

Phasma-powered security robots anywhere that the Empire is present. While it nears 

completion by the time the game begins and is for all intents and purposes operational, it's 

missing one element--an energy source strong enough to bring it to full power. To this end 

Temran and their seedy "business associates," The Messengers, seek out an Ancient artifact 

called the Star Stone. 

It's during this game that Nick's past, origins, and connection to Blaine, the Ancients, and The 

Messengers is finally explored in full detail, with Temran now becoming secondary to The 

Messengers as the major villainous presence of the game. The course of the game's events are 

mainly a race against The Messengers to find the Star Stone, though the player must also juggle 

their responsibility to the Resistance and its ongoing fight with Temran. 

The game's end sees a tragic turn of events when, one way or another, The Messengers are 

able to take the Star Stone from the player and place it into the heart of the Yggdrasil. Temran 

thought it was just a security system, but it turns out to be based on plans for an Ancient device 

that once served as a gateway directly to the spirit world. The Yggdrasil opens a new gateway, 

which doubles as a control center that can span its influence out to anywhere in the Galactic 

Ether Network (GEN), and it's through this gateway that Blaine Jareth steps--alive and well and 



with a renewed physical body. With the Yggdrasil under his control he can now stretch his 

powers to anywhere and everywhere in the Galaxy, and with the gate fully open he can draw 

the entire Empire into the spirit world, as he has been planning to do since the day that he 

began the war.  His first act, though, is to take revenge on the woman who killed him and show 

his son what disdain for their powers gets him. He is able to summon Phasmae and force them 

into Alys's body, mutating her into a horrible monster and forcing her to fight Nick, who is 

unable to counter Blaine's powers as he has not developed his own and finds himself forced to 

kill her against his will. 

Thereafter Blaine is confronted and destroyed by him and the group, but Nick knows it isn't the 

end. Blaine was powerful enough that his consciousness was able to hold on in the Ether World 

when he was destroyed during the war, and surely he could simply walk through the threshold 

of the Yggdrasil again. Meanwhile, from within the Ether World he begins to put his plans into 

effect, stretching his powers to the far ends of the Galaxy and slowly beginning to make the 

spirit world eclipse the physical realm, causing disasters on a scale far greater than those 

referenced in StarCaster 1 and overrunning various worlds with an immense profusion of 

Phasma-infected monsters. Nick decides that he has no choice but to go in after him, fighting 

him inside the very heart of the GEN in the world of spirits. He is unable to kill his father, so he 

tries to shatter the network itself. He succeeds, causing an event known as "The Blackout," 

which sees the GEN blink off all over the rest of the Galaxy for a full day and splinter for the 

next several years thanks to the damage that this battle causes to it. Nick himself barely 

escapes. Blaine's whereabouts are unknown. However, because of the murder of Alys Braden 

and his implication in the Blackout Nick finds himself once again as the most wanted man in the 

Galaxy. Dehir is declared insane for believing Blaine to be responsible for all of this, and Temran 

Enterprises seizes full control over the Empire in this "emergency situation." The Resistance, 

crushed by their failure to remove them from power, deposes Kairah Mardeneigh as their 

leader. Nick, blaming himself for all of this, goes into hiding, not to be seen except once briefly 

by Christina Temran at the funeral of Alys Braden.  



As he rides off to his self-imposed exile, he is haunted by a vision of his father, standing in the 

middle of the road... grinning. 

StarCaster III 

In Progress.  



Character Overviews 

Blaine Jareth 
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 The main villain of the StarCaster saga. No one, not even Temran, is more manipulative 

and cunning than him. He is the last member of an ancient race whose ruins are found 

frequently in the game's worlds and who had an especially strong affinity with Ether and the 

spirits that dwelled within it. He was exceptionally capable with it, even for his race, and could 

manipulate it as readily as one could use one's own physical limbs. He's able to see into the 

world of spirits with his glowing blue eyes, but is never able to stop looking--and so is 

constantly immersed in a world that no one else in the Galaxy can understand. This loneliness 

eventually drove him insane, and he became hell-bent on opening the Galaxy's eyes to the 

Ether world, whatever the cost may be to both realms. 



 He designed the war not with the intent of overthrowing the Empire but with the intent 

of straining it and losing, ultimately concentrating immense power in the hands of Temran 

Enterprises. Though his body was killed in the battle with Alys, his will and affinity with Ether 

was so powerful that he continues to live within the Ether World, and he enacted many far-

reaching plans in order to insure the events of his return, with his closest lieutenants and 

apprentices forming the space pirate group called The Messengers in order to carry out his will 

in his stead. Though he is not encountered in the first game of the series, the second game 

details the events of his return from death. 

 His plan revolves mainly around a security system that Temran constructs called the 

"Yggdrasil system," for which he provided the major plans prior to his death. This security 

system functions by taking nature spirits known as Phasmae, placing them inside robots as a 

power source, and then instantly transporting them to anywhere that there's a solid connection 

to the Galactic Ether Network. The device is based on a gateway to the Ether World that his 

race once constructed and, with his modifications, is able to pull spirits into the corporeal 

realm. While it's only mentioned in the first game, with Temran's Phasma-powered robots 

acting as common enemies, the second game sees the Messengers and Temran attempting to 

bring it to full power. Once it's complete, however, the gate opens, Blaine is able to walk 

through, and now, with the ancient device hooked into a network that goes all throughout the 

Galaxy, he's able to use his powers and the device to start to pull the physical realm and the 

Ether world together, creating widespread disaster. 

 Blaine is a figure of exceptional dread and fear, unbelievably intelligent and 

manipulative, encompassing near-infinite amounts of power, and seemingly omnipresent for 

the fact that his influence is always felt within the Galaxy--even when he isn't there. 

  



Nick Caligo 

Formerly David Jareth, son of Blaine. Nick was a member of The Messengers for most of his life 

until he escaped and found refuge with a bounty hunter named Drax Venger, who would 

become his mentor. Like his father, Nick has an affinity with Ether, though he's not as powerful 

and only experiences visions of the Ether World sporadically rather than constantly. 

Nevertheless his powers, even when he isn't consciously using them or aware of them, make 

him an exceptionally quick learner and a versatile fighter. 
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He only wishes to live his life peacefully and uneventfully, but his visions show him that the 

spirits of the Galaxy are in pain thanks to Temran's Phasma Engine, the technology that Blaine 

gave them that allows them to use spirits as energy sources. What's more, when he discovers 

that The Messengers are behind this his responsibility for the matter grows tenfold. Combined 

with his incidental meeting with Chera, all these factors add up to a problem that demands 

action from him, and so, reluctantly, he takes on the role of the hero. He is caught between this 



responsibility, however, and fear of the damage that he might do to others in using his power, 

knowing what Blaine did before him. Because he spent most of his young and adolescent life 

under the cruel tutelage of two perfectly psychotic women who used him for his powers, he has 

an extremely distrustful attitude towards people and tends to put up fronts rather than show 

his real feelings. While he spends a lot of time resisting change, he is by nature a smarmy thrill-

seeker, feeling most at home in the middle of the action--the only place where he doesn't have 

to think. 

Christina Temran 

Cloned daughter of Lucious Temran; actually a blonde somewhere under that mess, Chris ran 

away, dyed her hair red and took on her punk-like persona in rebellion against her "father," 

disgusted with her family's superficial attitude. Her tomboyishness isn't meant to be a play 

against her femininity but rather as a way of defining herself apart from her family. 
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She now runs a garage on Maernia with Nick, and is, at the start of StarCaster, his girlfriend, 

though their relationship is very loose and she's often prone to innuendo and flirtatiousness 

with others as well. She's easily bored and usually wears a half-lidded, laid-back expression, 

though when it comes to business and making money she takes on a much perkier and more 

interested attitude. Taking after her father, she's extremely shrewd when it comes to this, 

driving the hardest bargain in the Galaxy and asserting herself as the business mind of her 

partnership with Nick where Nick is the driving courage and brute force. Overall, Chris's attitude 

is surprisingly warm and kind for the persona she's adopted, and she takes on a motherly, 

nurturing attitude towards many of the more confused characters. It's this quality, combined 

with her prudence and intelligence, that makes her the glue that binds the group together 

much of the time.  



Alys Braden 

The Chief Commander of the Imperial Knights, the Empire's greatest warrior, and one of the 

few ever to master the Butterfly Swords as a lethal hand-to-hand combat weapon. Alys 

constantly grapples with her fame, dying to lead a more modest life and have more personal 

relationships but never seeming to overcome her reputation and the way it makes people look 

at her. 
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She knows that there's no way to save the Empire from Temran's grip outside direct 

confrontation, knows that they're up to no good, and would love to join Kairah's Resistance and 

put a stop to it herself, but she also knows that if she did so it would surely start another 

rebellion. Instead she acts as an informant to Kairah and tries to gently guide her student, 

Lance, over to the right side of the conflict so that he can lead it in her stead. She takes an 

interest in Nick when she watches him and Lance fight, noticing how uncannily like Blaine he 



looks but how unlike Blaine he acts, and eventually gives him refuge with her and her younger 

sister when he becomes separated from the rest of the group. It's during this time that she 

helps to convince him not to be so afraid of himself, assuring him that she believes that he's a 

good person fighting for the right cause. It's this gesture of trust that convinces Nick to go back 

to the rest of the group rather than run off on his own. Eventually Nick convinces her not to be 

so afraid of herself and that a new rebellion isn't necessarily a bad thing, and the first game 

ends with her finally joining the Resistance.  

The second game ends with her untimely demise at the hands of a resurrected Blaine Jareth, 

who transforms her into a monster and forces her to fight Nick. Because his powers are 

undeveloped, he is unable to counter Blaine's spell and forced to kill her in order to save 

himself and stop Blaine's plans to use the GEN (Galactic Ether Network) to pull the physical 

world into the Ether world. Like Blaine, Alys's presence is continually felt long after her death. 

Dr. Kairah Mardeneigh 

A veteran of the war with Jareth's Rebellion, Kairah's perception of the Galaxy's problems and 

how to solve them is extremely warped and he is unable to come up with a solution to any 

problem without resorting to extreme and explosive violence. He believed that with enough 

power in the Empire's hands that he could prevent another rebellion from ever happening 

again, and so he came to work at Temran Enterprises, trying to engineer something that could 

give the Empire that power. Having observed spiritual phenomena during entanglements with 

Blaine's rebels during the war, he developed the revolutionary hypothesis that spirits were 

conscious entities living within the Ether and that they could be quantified scientifically. 

With some research that he acquired through working with Temran he was able to create the 

Phasma Engine, a device that could contain spirits and use them to produce energy. At the time 

he believed these spirits to be mere anomalies within the Ether, but convenient ones 

nonetheless, and had little reason to believe that they could be depleted or that they had any 

importance. He discovered that they were natural spirits that maintained the natural order of 

the Galaxy, though, and tried to do away with his research--but it was too late, and Temran put 

mass production of these units into motion, along with a security network also engineered by 



Kairah that could enable them to draw spirits in from any area on the Galaxy, convert them into 

robots through matter synthesis, and deploy them almost instantly. Now Kairah seeks to repent 

for the damage that he's done and stop Temran at all costs, and has formed a resistance 

movement against them. 

Lance Klaristen 

An Imperial Knight and the star pupil of Alys Braden. Lance is Nick's rival and spends much of 

the first half of the game as his enemy before reluctantly joining the group. He has a strong 

distrust for vigilantes and believes that it is the Empire's duty alone to fix the Galaxy's problems, 

and takes this to the point that he blindly follows orders until he realizes that he should serve 

the people of the Empire and not the people who control it. He is a righteous man and a better 

swordsman than Nick, though less versatile, and frequently seems to suffer from an existential 

crisis wherein he seems to think he's the main character of this game but actually isn't. Chris 

frequently flirts with him; whether this is to make him uneasy or whether this is out of actual 

attraction is unclear. 

Chera Thablis 

Chera is responsible for creating a cheap-as-free power source that can end the energy crisis 

that's been plaguing the Galaxy--and with it, the rule of Temran Enterprises. In spite of an 

outward fascination with big energy reactions and fire she actually declares herself a pacifist, 

strongly believing that violence isn't the right way to solve the Galaxy's problems and resolute 

that with the right technology delivered to the public things will all just fall into place. 

Unfortunately, Temran isn't willing to negotiate and she's forced to seek shelter with Nick and 

the crew, as well as Kairah's resistance movement. Even when she joins the party it's a while 

before she starts fighting with them. And when she does, it's quite the spectacle. 

She's cornered and alone on a desolate planet and being pursued by corporate head Lucious 

Temran, who's built himself a suit of heavily armed powered armor for the purpose of 

confronting the group, separating them from Chera, and apprehending her. It works--but Chera, 

in her isolation and hiding in this time of crisis, realizes that she can't just let Temran walk all 

over her and that there's no hope in remaining passive against those who won't be reasoned 



with. She hides out in an abandoned workshop and, overnight, crafts herself her own suit of 

powered armor to fight him back. Most of it doesn't last the fight, but she retains a set of jet 

skates for mobility, a couple of weapons, and a powered-up SpellBinder with a set of drones to 

enhance her magic attacks, and as things go on she obtains greater proficiency in heavy 

weapons, making her super-mobile spellcasting artillery. 

As time goes on she learns to enjoy her instruments of destruction just out of the pure pleasure 

all engineers take in problem-solving, but ultimately relishes a day when her more peaceful 

inventions are more appreciated. 

Felix Morgendroth 

Chera's partner, and a major villain in StarCaster I. Though he at first seems to be an ally and 

even fights alongside Nick and Chris for a time (poorly), it was he who informed Temran of 

Chera's experiments in exchange for the promise of a cushy job. His jealousy and the influence 

of The Messengers ultimately drive him insane, and he uses her power source as the basis for a 

machine that runs off the spirits of live human beings. While it's initially his desire to prove 

himself better than Chera that drives him to this, he learns of Nick's past and abilities through 

The Messengers and grows fascinated with him, and eventually he starts playing a game of cat-

and-mouse with him in an effort to draw his powers out into the open and harness them. 

Drax Venger 

A psychotic lowlife who once played a big brother figure to Nick, having helped him fight off the 

Messengers' pursuit when he escaped. Drax was once an Imperial Special Forces officer, but 

defected after being framed for treason and has learned to hate authority. He has extremely 

loose morals, even looser loyalties, and will not hesitate to kill anyone who stands in his way. 
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 While he does hold a soft spot for Nick, the two of them didn't see eye-to-eye on a few 

moral issues and they had a falling out. After the fiasco around Blaine's resurrection and the 

Resistance's failure to keep Temran from coming to power, the Resistance deposes Kairah and 

puts Drax in charge instead, and he continually appeals to Nick--having heard of his powers 

through "certain channels"--in order to try and get him to join and help him take down the 

Empire by force. When Nick refuses, Drax makes it his prerogative to eliminate his one-time 

brother-in-arms. Drax plays the role of one of the end-bosses in the third game in the series. 



Scral Klyne 
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 Scral is a Neviel girl who bore witness to an incident known as "The Blackout" at the end 

of StarCaster 2; that is, Blaine and Nick's battle inside the GEN. She had been diving in the GEN 

when it struck all of a sudden, drawing her in like a black hole; and then, the next thing she 

knew, she was standing in the spirit world. Though she did not personally see the battle 

between Nick and Blaine, sparse visions of it flashed through her mind just before the Blackout 

ended. She awoke in the hospital two days later to the news that her life-long idol, Alys Braden, 

had been murdered by a man named Nick Caligo. 

 Two years later StarCaster 3 begins, and Scral is training under Lance Klaristen to 

become an Imperial Knight. She admired Alys for her strength of conviction and sense of 



objective thinking and strove tirelessly to meet that standard, though she always holds a great 

deal of youthful self-doubt no matter how keen her wits are or how diligently she trains with 

her blades. Rest assured, though, Scral Klyne is easily a match for her old idol with either. 

 When she and Lance are called in to search for survivors after a cataclysmic disaster 

devastates a major city on Maernia, she's saved from a bunch of goons by none other than Nick 

Caligo, who she recognizes from her vision and later identifies by old headlines she digs up. She 

discovers a correlation between similar disasters all throughout the Galaxy and the Blackout, 

noticing that that's around when they started, and thus becomes convinced that the disasters, 

the Blackout, and Nick are all somehow connected. While Lance insists that Nick must be the 

cause, holding a grudge against him for letting Alys die, Scral thinks otherwise, going as far as to 

defy her mentor in spite of herself in order to track him down and discover what really 

happened during the Blackout. During her investigation she encounters many of the previous 

characters, including Chris, Chera, and Kairah. It is thanks to her that Nick is able to reconcile 

with Lance as well as the others, and she is responsible for reuniting the group and keeping it 

together. She is the one, true successor to Alys Braden as the spirit of truth in the Galaxy, and 

so becomes bitter rivals with Alys's younger sister, Laya, who has just a few things to say about 

that. 

Laya Braden 

Alys's younger sister; Laya was ultimately far too dependent on Alys throughout her life, and so 

when she is killed at the end of the second game it leaves enormous emotional and mental 

scars on the poor girl, splintering her personalities. One side chooses to imitate Alys as closely 

as humanly possible in an effort not to lose her, the other is a hateful, vengeful psychopath who 

holds Nick and everyone in the group responsible for her death and takes great pleasure in 

causing them all--especially Nick--as much pain as humanly possible. She has an especially bitter 

rivalry with Scral Klyne, a Knight in training who was up to be Alys's next student until she was 

killed. 
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The schisms between her personalities are worsened by experiments performed on her by Dr. 

Verrick as he forced a variety of evil spirits into her body in an effort to give her superhuman 

abilities, mistakenly thinking her to have as much mental and physical strength as her sister did. 

The experiments result in a transformation into a monstrous, demonic form when she fully 

lapses into her psychotic personality, and so she is given a circlet in the guise of a SpellBinder 

which is able to suppress that side of her. Eventually, though, the elaborate reality constructed 

around her by Temran and the Imperial Knights begins to collapse and the repressor is strained 

near the breaking point until it shatters at the hands of Drax Venger and unleashes the monster 

inside her.  

Cala Lancaster 

 Cala is Blaine's favorite student and second-in-command, the acting leader of The 

Messengers-- as well as their liaison with Temran Enterprises, posing as Lucious Temran's 

personal assistant. She is responsible for feeding them all the information and plans that Blaine 

wanted them to have and represents the intelligence and cunning of The Messengers, often 

taking on multiple aliases in order to manipulate many different people and organizations. Her 

role in the first game is relatively minor compared with her counterpart, Alleria, but in the 



second she takes the stage as a central villain next to Lucious Temran. She is a woman who 

believes modesty is only for the weak, and so she chooses to wear no clothing--save a coat, 

purely as a status symbol, and her boots, purely out of practicality. 

Alleria Corvyn 

 A sadistic bitch who has the distinction of calling herself Nick's "big sister," in a figurative 

sense of course. She is more machine now than woman, twisted and evil, with half her face and 

all four limbs replaced with cybernetic prostheses and mounted with Force Projectors--

weapons that can modify the force of impact of her punches and kicks, giving her the ability to 

punt cars long distances. She is the third-in-command of Blaine's lieutenants and represents the 

strength and persistence of The Messengers, as well as the persistence of Nick's past. Though 

she holds her most central role in the first game as a behind-the-scenes villain, she returns 

throughout every game in the StarCaster saga as an unbelievably persistent foe who never 

seems to die no matter how many times or how thoroughly Nick and the crew trash her. 

Although her job is to oversee many of The Messengers' key operations she is obsessed with 

power and will go out of her way to acquire it and prove herself--especially against Alys Braden, 

who she considers to be her nemesis. She finally meets her end at the hands of Laya Braden--

literally, as Laya punches her in the face so hard that it snaps her neck. 

Dehir Karim 

 Dehir is the son of the current Emperor--and as of StarCaster 1, the acting Emperor 

himself. While Dehir did serve during the war alongside the Imperial Knights he was still a 

young man in his twenties at the time, and so his encounters with Jareth's Rebellion left a 

lasting impression on him, as did one particularly close encounter with Blaine himself; Dehir, as 

it were, was one of the few to ever meet Blaine face-to-face and survive. While Alys largely 

demystified Blaine's stranglehold on the Galaxy, Dehir never quite stopped believing that there 

was something horrible and sinister about Blaine that transcended the physical realm, and even 

when the autopsy reports were in he was never convinced that Blaine was truly gone. 

Meanwhile, he maintained a strong resentment towards his father for not doing more to 



rebuild the Empire's strength and hated their dependence on Temran Enterprises, feeling that 

the will of the throne should not be secondary to the whims of a selfish corporate entity. 

As the years after the war went on Dehir grew only more paranoid that Blaine would return, 

and reports of an underground resistance movement did nothing to ease his fear. Feeling that 

his aging father was incapable of taking action against the mounting rebellion or of wresting 

control back from Temran, Dehir poisoned his father, placing him in a coma so that he could 

seize control of the throne himself and take more decisive action. Unfortunately, due to his 

imprudence and shortsightedness he becomes an unwitting puppet. His paranoia over the 

Resistance overtakes his interest in an independent Empire, and he's manipulated by Cala into 

working alongside Temran in exchange for the means to fight them. 

During StarCaster 1 Dehir and the Empire maintain a sense of independence from Temran, 

trying to beat them to the punch with regards to Ancient artifacts and capturing Chera's 

kidnappers. On meeting Nick, his keen Neviel senses recognize that he is similar to Blaine, and 

Dehir suspects Nick of being the Resistance's leader because of it. From this point on, hunting 

down Nick Caligo becomes his priority. 

StarCaster 2 sees Dehir cooperating fully with Temran Enterprises in the face of open guerilla 

warfare with the Resistance. He allows them to fully integrate the Yggdrasil system with the 

palace and openly supports and aids them in hunting down the Star Stone so that it can be 

brought to full power. Cybernetic communication implants that allow him to control the 

Yggdrasil, however, give Blaine an open conduit to his mind through its network, and towards 

endgame Blaine possesses him. He's used as a tool to deliver the Star Stone to the heart of the 

Yggdrasil, and when Blaine's body is resurrected through the gateway he is simply cast aside 

and knocked out for the remainder of endgame. 

Lucious Temran 

 Although Blaine is cited as the main villain above, it is arguable as to whether he or 

Lucious is more the pivotal villain. Lucious is the head of Temran Enterprises and the instigator 

of most of the events throughout the series. He sees himself, his company, and what they do as 

an essential part of progress and civilization in the Galaxy, and he'll defend "his" Empire to the 



death if he must, guarding the key systems that cement his control over it very closely.  While 

Lucious has considerable resources at his disposal, he himself is an exceptional engineer and 

very gifted with both conventional and Etheric software, and he is not above getting his own 

hands dirty to accomplish what he wants done. While he is a powerful man, though, everything 

that he's gained has been gained because of Blaine's plans, and Blaine's figurative puppeteering 

becomes all too literal at the end of StarCaster 2. Like Dehir, Lucious has a cybernetic implant 

that links him to the Yggdrasil system, and so following Nick's clash with Blaine inside the GEN, 

a part of Blaine splinters and finds its way into Lucious's mind, taking total control over him.  

  



Quick Reference 

Things 

Ether - An energy particle representing spiritual energy. Is equal parts science and spirituality 

and can be manipulated by both magic and technology. 

Ether Reactor - Makes Ether into a battery. 

Etheric Reaction Computer (ERC) - The engine behind all Ether technology; generates magic-

like effects through programming. 

Spellbinders - Person-scale ERC. Think of an iPod with magic instead of music. 

Spellbind - An ether program for a Spellbinder. 

Force Weapons - ERC-equipped, modifiable weapons. The ERC modifies the force of impact, 

making the weapon more effective. 

Harmonic Ether Resonance Drive - Abbreviated, "Resonance Drive;" invented by Chera Thablis. 

Recycles otherwise unused ether that bleeds off living things and objects. Can be thought of as 

analogous to solar power. Alternative to Ether Reactor, better, more efficient. Highly 

threatening to Temran Enterprises' monopoly over Ethertech and energy. 

Hyperspace Gates (Hypergates) - Gateways that relay ships through hyperspace from one star 

system to another. Replaced independent hyperdrive systems in ships after the end of the 

rebellion, preventing anyone from visiting a system outside the gate network. Controlled by 

Temran. 

StarCaster - An Explorer III-class medium transport. Old ship salvaged by Chera Thablis to use as 

a testbed for the Resonance Drive. Attractive due to its still-functional hyperdrive unit. Can 

prove her power source viable by giving back independent hyperspace travel to the Galaxy. 

Perceived by Temran as a MASSIVE tactical threat due to gate-independence as well as the 

power source it holds. 



Phasma - Nature spirits, like gods, maintaining natural order of the physical realm from a 

parallel world where all Ether takes a physical form. 

Phantasm - Living creature, possessed by a Phasma and mutated into a violent monster for the 

purpose of lashing out. 

Critters - Anything that moves that doesn't talk. 

Varmints - Any critter that barely qualifies as an animal. 

Phasma Engine - Uses Phasma as a battery. 

Galactic Ether Network (GEN) - Internet with Ether as its medium, on a galactic scale. 

Yggdrasil System - A security system built by Temran.  Second phase of the Phasma Engine 

project, and what Kairah wants to prevent from launching. Can produce Phasma-powered 

security drones anywhere in the Galaxy. 

Factions 

The Ancients (working name) - Ancient race of beings that could manipulate Ether like one of 

their own limbs where other races require years of study or SpellBinders to use magic. Dead for 

over a millennia due to the common cold. Not advanced technologically, but possessed great 

knowledge of the Ether and its workings. Existed in both the Ether world and the physical 

world, and as a result could see into the Ether World at all times. 

Empire of Theron - Greatest governing body in the Galaxy. An enlightened monarchy controlled 

by a royal family but with strong democratic elements. Heavily overextended. 

Imperial Knights - FBI + CIA + Marines + Knights of the Round Table. Enforcers and defenders of 

the Empire of Theron. 

Jareth's Rebellion - Sought to destroy the Empire. "Free from the bonds of technology" was 

their slogan. Led by Blaine Jareth. 



Temran Enterprises - Strongest Ether-tech based megacorporation. Led by Lucious Temran. 

Responsible for rebuilding the Galaxy after Jareth's Rebellion, created the Phasma Engine. 

Possesses a totalitarian hold over the Empire (especially through communications technology 

and travel) 

The Resistance - Movement against TE. Led by Kairah Mardeneigh (ex-TE engineer and war 

veteran). Wants to free the Empire from TE. 

The Messengers - Group of space pirates who formerly served as couriers. Used to be small-

time until new leadership under Blaine's apprentices. Can be thought of as the leftovers of 

Blaine's army. Manipulates people to implement Phasma technology. 

Characters 

Nick Caligo - Main character. Bounty hunter. Mechanic; fixes bikes in spare time. Son of Blaine 

Jareth. Apathetic, smarmy asshole. Always assumes the advantage in a conversation. 

Christina Temran - Nick's partner and girlfriend. "Daughter" of Lucious Temran via cloning. 

Rebellious, yet flirtatious. Loves guns and machines. "Brains" of the duo. Very strong maternal 

instincts. Cloned from Carla, Lucious's spoiled daughter, and is able to mimic her at will. Has a 

very "open" relationship with Nick. 

Chera Thablis - Graduate student. Highly idealistic. Studies Ether to develop energy-crisis-

ending power source. Genius. Builds the Harmonic Ether Resonance Drive, fixes up the 

StarCaster. Pacifistic at first, but learns to stand up for herself. 

Felix Morgendroth - Another grad student, "friend" of Chera's. Is jealous of her and turns her 

and the Resonance Drive over to Temran in order to secure a cushy job for himself. Eventually 

driven insane by the influence of The Messengers. Builds a power source that runs on sentient 

life forms' energy. 

Lance Klaristen - Antithesis of Nick. Very righteous. An Imperial Knight through and through. 

Very boyscout-like. Alys's student. Thinks he's the main character, but he isn't. Master 



swordsman. Conflicted between the law and his heart as he doesn't quite understand true 

justice. 

Kairah Mardeneigh - NEVER unarmed. Everything can be solved with an explosion. Has 

kleptomania for buttons and frequently steals them from consoles. Mad scientist. Developed 

the Phasma engine and seeks redemption. Mentor to Chera. Leads the Resistance. 

Alys Braden - Legendary Imperial Knight. Lance's mentor. Acts as the Knights' chief commander; 

has trouble with personal relationships due to her fame. Constantly feeding info to the 

resistance. Logical, skeptical attitude. 

Major Villains 

Blaine Jareth - Main villain of the StarCaster saga. Menaced the Galaxy ten years prior to the 

game's beginning. Last of The Ancients. Prodigal in power level even by their standards. Wishes 

to combine the Ether World and the physical realm together so that everyone else can see "the 

truth." Killed by Alys Braden, but his will lives on in the Ether World. Leaked Ancient knowhow 

to Temran Enterprises before his death. Still feared across the Galaxy. 

Lucious Temran - Head of Temran Enterprises. Compulsive need to feel important. Feels he 

needs to run an Empire through his company. Pragmatist businessman. Owes his success to 

Blaine. 

Goons (Minor villains) 

Cala Lancaster - Liason between The Messengers and Temran. Sorceress; Blaine's best and 

favorite student. "Modesty is for the weak" is her motto and she dresses in just a coat and a 

pair of boots--is nude underneath. Purveyor of Blaine's will. Acts as Temran Enterprises' lead PR 

representative/lobbyist. 

Alleria Corvyn - Nick's "big sister" from The Messengers; highly abusive and abrasive. Much of 

her body is replaced with machinery. Also received mystical training from Blaine. Acts as the 

leader of The Messengers while Cala heads up inside deals with Temran. Not as smart as Cala, 

but definitely not stupid. Toys with Felix's mind for the sheer fun of it. 



Jack Riley - Special Operations commander for Temran. Gets his hands dirty, has fun with his 

work. Does black ops work off the books when Temran needs it. "Do stuff. Don't get caught." 

Like an evil Solid Snake. Has a history with Chris. 

Vulkair Sirius - A former Imperial Knight who now works as the terrifying chief enforcer of 

Temran's Security forces. Tasked with hunting down Chera Thablis and recovering her power 

source. Wears a powerful hardsuit with a special weapon that allows him to create any form he 

needs out of Ether. 

Worlds 

Theron - Seat of the Empire; lush, tropical climate; Hawaii+California+Corsica; well-kept 

environment; relatively close to center of Galaxy. 

Maernia - Near rim of Galaxy; mostly water, so it's incredibly stormy. Only bodies of land are 

small, scattered islands. Dominated by dangerous aquatic life, settlements mostly consist of 

mining outposts. Climate is maintained by a rapidly deteriorating climate control center. 

Rulak - Too far from its sun to get proper light. Energy and survival is based on its volatile and 

unstable surface heat. Very rich in many valuable metals. Rulaks = nomadic lizard-people. All 

wildlife extremely hostile. 

Iris - Lush world, very humid, with many forests and marshes. Major city is built on a crater 

which rests on the ruins of another, more ancient city. "The Great Tree" in the wetlands holds 

back floods that would demolish the city. Also the home of a very large, incredibly powerful 

Phasma. 

Planet of the Ancients (Working Title) - Long-dead world that serves as the "graveyard of the 

ancients." Many burial grounds; houses thousands of Phasma and therefore serves as Temran's 

top-secret R&D site. Lies outside the gate system for security reasons.
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